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PROVISION OF SERVICE RELATED RULES MADE 

UNDER ARTICLE 309 
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ABSTRACT 

Article 309 of the constitution of India gives that acts of the appropriate Legislature 

may additionally modify the recruitment and situations of service of humans 

appointed to public offerings and posts in connection with the affairs of the Union or 

any state. It additionally offers that pending provision on this behalf being made by 

using or beneath an Act, the President or such individuals as he may also direct shall 

be competent to make, within the case of services and posts in reference to the affairs 

of the Union, regulations regulating the recruitment and other provider situations of 

humans appointed to such services and posts. For an impartial and uniform method of 

recruitment to offerings, it's far important that there should be prescribed recruitment 

rules for each post/grade and all recruitment made in accordance with those rules. In 

deciding on the methods of recruitment the principle consideration clearly is whether 

or not a direct recruit or someone with experience of labor in the next lower grade 

could be greater suitable for appointment to the submit/grade. now not every so often 

departmental enjoy in an workplace isn't handiest important however may also be 

most well known to mere instructional qualifications for keeping efficiency. it is also 

herbal for, individuals serving inside the lower grades to look forward to advertising 

to highest posts wherein their enjoy may be used with gain to the country. For those 

reasons, merchandising is one of the acknowledged critical strategies of recruitment to 

various services and posts below the central government. 

KEY WORDS : Services, Authorities Position, Public Servant And Many Others 
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INTRODUCTION 

Situation to the provisions of this constitution, Acts of the right Legislature may 

additionally modify the recruitment, and situations of carrier of people appointed, to 

public offerings and posts in reference to the affairs of the Union or of any country: 

Furnished that it shall be equipped for the President or such man or woman as he may 

additionally direct inside the case of offerings and posts in connection with the affairs 

of the Union, and for the Governor of a state or such man or woman as he can also 

direct inside the case of services and posts in connection with the affairs of the 

country, to make guidelines regulating the recruitment, and the conditions of carrier of 

people appointed, to such offerings and posts till provision in that behalf is made by 

or underneath an Act of the precise Legislature beneath this newsletter, and any 

regulations so made shall have effect challenge to the provisions of the sort of Act. 

1.1 UNDERSTANDINT THE THAT MEANING OF CIVIL SERVANT 

The Civil offerings holds the most prominent vicinity inside the development of the 

united states of america. a rustic's efficiency, democratic price and improvement 

extensively is adjudged and decided by using the administrative team and Civil 

equipment of that kingdom. 

We always in the constitution, with numerous Statutes and Acts study the 

Independence of Judiciary and Doctrine of Separation of power, which in the long run 

pursuits at decreasing or disposing of the political affect over the govt Organ so that 

you can ensure peace, efficiency and justice as a way of lead to regulation and 

administration of a rustic, as it's far perfectly visible in united states of america. 

Independence of Judiciary usually talks approximately the principle of Judicial 

evaluation, and concept of exams and Balances over the constitutionality of the 

legislative enactments and administrative moves. 

but, as looking the field of law with naked eyes we should be given one component 

that these days the government machinery is totally adulterated with the evils of 
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Politics and in the end is hampering the growth and improvement of the kingdom at 

big. we can very often learn from the Newspapers and Televisions that even the 

transfers and postings of administrative officers has a very huge impact of the 

political time table of the ruling celebration on it, ignoring the capabilities and 

eligibilities of someone, and linking it with the in addition repercussions on the post 

on which he's sent on. In-green and In-eligible persons are appointed on most 

important and important posts, and the best cultured officials are saved in looplines of 

the executive tunnels by the so-known as Political Heads of the state or the kingdom 

for deriving their personal vested pursuits, within the entire best the green and 

harmless people suffers the maximum, for which our constitution offers the legal 

immunity and protection for protecting one's function from such purple-tapism and 

grimy politics within the united states of america3. 

The Constitutional Provisions safeguarding the administrative officials and Civil 

Servants from such harshness and un-reasonableness of the Political Heads may be 

found out and understood beneath Article 309,310,311 of the Indian constitution for 

the Appointment, Dis-missal and removal of a Civil Servant from it is post. it is able 

to broadly be termed as a legal Immunity being supplied to the Civil Servant for 

safeguarding his function towards the mis-use of law and system against him. 

1.2 WHO ARE ACTUALLY CIVIL SERVANTS? 

As till now it must be clear inside the minds of the readers that Article 311 is carried 

out handiest at the Civil Servants in India, and isn't available as a remedy to some 

other character or employee than a civil servant, even supposing he's related to the 

authorities of Union, nation or any organisation. Neither in Article 310, 311 or below 

any precise act the meaning of Civil post, is defined or described, it should broadly be 

understood with the inferences and interpretations of the Judicial Pronouncements in 

India. firstly, it has been laid down concerning the Defence personnel that they're not 

covered below the purview and ambit of Civil put up. 

 
3 GP Snvastva The Indian Civil Service (1965) 
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In the famous case of  V.ok. Nambudri v. Union of India4 it's been laid down with 

the aid of Hon'ble excessive court docket of Kerala that the defences and safeguards 

ensured to the Civil Servants in India are not available to the Defence employees or 

any related civil employee from them, as article 311 is precisely applied and to be had 

handiest for the Civil Servants. because the Defence employees are governed by using 

the military Act, 1951 an Ors. consequently they are now not blanketed and 

safeguarded by this provision and may be disregarded without assigning any motive 

looking to the countrywide protection and national hobby, the Courts cannot interfere 

with their domain. 

1.3 RECRUITMENT AND REGULATIONS IN THE CONDITIONS OF 

SERVICE OF CIVIL SERVANTS 

Below Article 309 of the Indian constitution, it empowers the Parliament of India and 

respective state Legislatures to modify and provide rules and laws for the appointment 

and regulation of the Civil Servants within the country for both the humans appoint 

edunder the Union and country Governments, respectively. the availability also 

expressly states that till the provisions or regulation concerning the aforesaid isn't 

made by means of the Parliament or any or all state Legislature than under such 

situations the President or the Governor of the country holds the Authority to make 

legal guidelines which may be temporary for regulating and working such 

appointments saving the united states of america from mal-administrative and failure. 

IT COULD BROADLY BE VISIBLE WITH THE AID OF THE LANGUAGE 

AND VOCABULARY USED WITHIN THE ARTICLE 309 AS 

Issue to the Provisions of the constitution makes one issue crystal clean that the 

guidelines and acts made for the appointments and postings of the Civil Servants and 

the rule of thumb-making Powers of the government Organ or the administrative 

officers concerned should no longer abrogate any provisions of the Indian 

constitution, highly which include the fundamental right so fany man or woman. the 

 
4 AIR 1961 Ker 155, (1961) ILLJ 68 Ker    
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one very simple query which normally increases within the minds of the readers is 

regarding the Constitutional Validity of the proper to Strike of the Civil Servants. it is 

pretty clear in minds of the readers that in spite of some authorities officials or any 

particular businesses of experts being indulged in the authorities service are having 

their registered alternate unions however, even underneath any regulation or even our 

constitution of India, proper to Strike isn't a fundamental or Constitutional right. 

The query came earlier than the Hon'ble very best court of India within the maximum 

famous case of T.R. Rangarajan v. govt. Of India5 the two Judges Bench of Hon'ble 

preferrred courtroom of India held that a government Servant beneath any situations 

has No proper to Strike, neither morally or Legally, but in the event that they felt 

aggrieved by any action of the government or Legislative Organ than they ought to 

approached the suitable Tribunal or court docket for searching for treatment 

concerning the same. 

In year 2002, the state government of Tamil Nadu took a shocking motion with the 

aid of suspending 2 Lacks authorities personnel below the statutory provisions of 

Tamil Nadu crucial services maintenance Act, 2002 and Tamil Nadu Ordinance, 2003 

who had long gone on strike for his or her needs. The Petitioners challenged the 

Constitutional Validity of the aforesaid acts, on which the courtroom contended that 

the government Servants don't have any proper to Strike, as strike is normally as a 

weapon which in general have resulted in Mal-management, havoc and chaos inside 

the kingdom or the united states, alternatively they need to have opted for a legal 

remedy for seeking redressal concerning their trouble. The court docket also stated 

that, such huge strike of more than 2 Lacks authorities employees places the 

authorities on a grinding and unknowing halt, and ultimately the society suffers the 

most with the aid of distinctive feature of such occasions. The court additionally 

popular the reply from the Sate authorities concerning this count beneath which they 

contended that over the 90% of the government sales being acquired from the direct-

taxes became used for the protection of 12 Lacks government personnel of the 

 
5 2003 (5) SCALE 537 
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kingdom, which according to the ability and sources of the government was their nice 

and justifiable. but, the court docket actually contended that the Registered alternate 

Unions which are registered below the Statuary laws have a unified and collective 

proper to good buy and Compromise on behalf of it's employees and members, 

however they does not have any right to Strike under any circumstances, and even no 

political party or organisation has any proper to paralyse the economic system and 

workings of any country or place ultimately doing injustice and inflicting in-

convenience to the residents of the usa. consequently, until date right to Strike is 

neither a fundamental, felony or Constitutional right in India. 

1.4 DOCTRINE OF PLEASURE 

The Doctrine of satisfaction plays a very major role in the consistency and at the 

administrative existence of a civil servant. We have to have learnt that England, the 

Civil Servant that's duly appointed by using the assent of the Crown may be 

eliminated from his put up or terminated without assigning any cause to him. even if 

the contract of Employment would not sure the Crown in any manner. that is referred 

to as Absolute pleasure, i.e. entirely the destiny of the Civil Servant depends upon the 

satisfaction of the Crown, but in real exercise the public coverage is kept in mind 

before ascertaining any action against any Civil Servant in England, and if it seems 

vital and in furtherance of Justice than only the man or woman is eliminated from his 

submit, and now not otherwise. In India Article 310 of the Indian constitution 

describes widely the satisfaction exercised with the aid of the President of India, on 

appointment and dis-missal of the Civil servant6. 

Holds their offices all through the delight of the President of India, and inside the state 

involved at the whims and delight of the Governor of the kingdom. but, it should 

actively be referred to and minded that this delight constituted and stated inside the 

constitution isn't always an Absolute pleasure as become in England, but is graced 

with sure restrictions on it is execution. love it turned into held in state of Bihar v. 

 
6 Jogmder Smgh, “Good Governance 2002 Indian Publishers & Distributors Delhi 
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Abdul Majid7 that a Civil Servant could constantly sue the country for his entitled 

revenue, and which is even his prison and fundamental proper from which he can not 

be deprived off. 

The object 310 expressly says and uses the words except and furnished by using the 

constitution states that the Civil Servant will be eliminated or movement against him 

can be ensured however it have to be accordance with constitution and Statutes being 

enacted on this reference. further Article 311 of the constitution itself places a limit on 

the arbitrary elimination of the state or government worried and locations a pre-

situation of the necessary method to be applied before the equal, which makes it quite 

clean that even the Civil Servant are been given an immunity towards the Arbitrary 

and Un-affordable actions of the state government or some other authorities 

concerned because the case may be. 

However, it must be noted that below the fundamental guidelines 56 (b) and Rule 48 

of relevant Civil offerings Pension policies 1972 the authorities can supply or deliver 

obligatory retirement to the Civil Servant no longer as a punishment however as a 

Constitutionally enabling provisions subject to the integrity and public coverage. 

Even under the fundamental guidelines 56 (c) the Civil Servant is having a 

quintessential right to voluntary retire from his post, giving a three Months word to 

the government. 

The article 310 of the Indian constitution even affords an enabling provision and 

strength in the hands of the government to abolish a publish in the Centre or the state 

as the case can be but such abolition or action is constantly challenge and is in 

purview of Judicial assessment. 

 

 

1.5 EXCEPTIONS OF DOCTRINE OF PLEASURE 

 
7 1954 AIR 245, 1954 SCR 786 
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As referred above that during India, the pride of the President, Governor or authorities 

of India or the kingdom as the case can be does no longer have proper to exercise an 

absolute satisfaction, and the delight exercised through them have certain limit being 

imposed on them through our constitution of India, they are: 

The most restrict on removal or dis-missal of any civil servant is laid down beneath 

Article 311 which states that each one the field covered and listed under it are 

excluded from the exercising of Doctrine of satisfaction. Even it provides an concrete 

immunity to the civil servants, as they are able to sue the state or the Union in 

opposition to an arbitrary elimination or dismissal and for the entitled revenue of the 

Civil Servant.It expressly locations the regulations on arbitrary moves of the 

government and laid downs the right procedure for engaging in inquiries and research 

before eliminating any civil servant from his put up, or disregarding him or decreasing 

his rank. The Posts in accordance with Article 311 which might be excluded from the 

workout of Doctrine of pleasure with the aid of the President of India or Governors of 

the States are as follows8: 

a) Judges of preferrred court of India- Article 124 

b) Judges of high Courts of the States- Article 218 

c) Auditor- general of India- Article 148 (2) 

d) The leader Election Commissioner of India- Article 324 

e) Chairman or individuals of Public service commission- Article 317 

CONCLUSION 

The placement accordingly is that the pleasure of the President needs to be exercised 

in line with the process laid down by the guidelines framed beneath Article 309 of the 

constitution of India. Rule 7 had the subsequent heading "Suspension throughout 

disciplinary lawsuits". This rule envisages that if there was a disciplinary proceeding, 

 
8 National Commission to Review the Working of the Constitution 2002 Report 
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it changed into open to the government to droop a member of all India service on 

being glad that it became either essential or desirable to adopt that path. The order of 

suspension (Annexure A) shows that disciplinary proceedings towards the petitioner 

have been only in contemplation but had now not been in reality initiated. the location 

for this reason is that there has been a violation of the provisions of rule 7 and the 

suspension even earlier than starting up a disciplinary intending is premature and the 

said order can not be allowed to face. It need to, consequently, be quashed in the 

present case. 
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